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1 Introduction
The observation of a Higgs boson (H) by the ATLAS and the CMS experiments [1{3] repre-
sents a major step towards the understanding of the mechanism for electroweak symmetry
breaking (EWSB). The current most precise measurement of the Higgs boson mass, ob-
tained by the CMS Collaboration, is 125:260:21 GeV [4]. The standard model (SM) makes
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Figure 1. An example of a Feynman diagram for ttH production, with subsequent decay of the
Higgs boson to a pair of  leptons, producing a nal state with two same-sign leptons and one
reconstructed hadronic  lepton decay (h).
precise predictions for all properties of the Higgs boson, given its mass. Within uncertain-
ties, all measured properties of the discovered resonance are consistent with expectations
for the SM Higgs boson, corroborating the mechanism for EWSB in the SM. In particular,
the discovered particle is known to have zero spin and positive parity [5, 6]. Within the
present experimental uncertainties, its coupling to fermions is found to be proportional to
the fermion mass, as predicted by the SM. In order to conrm that the mechanism for
EWSB included in the SM is indeed realized in nature, it is important to perform more
precise measurements of the Higgs boson properties.
The measurement of the Yukawa coupling of the Higgs boson to the top quark, yt, is of
high phenomenological interest for several reasons. The extraordinarily large value of the
top quark mass, compared to the masses of all other known fermions, may indicate that the
top quark plays a still-unknown special role in the EWSB mechanism. The measurement
of the rate at which Higgs bosons are produced in association with top quark pairs (ttH
production) provides the most precise model-independent determination of yt. An example
of a Feynman diagram for ttH production in proton-proton (pp) collisions is shown in
gure 1. Since the rate for the gluon fusion Higgs boson production process is dominated by
top quark loops, a comparison of yt measured through this production channel and through
the ttH production channel will provide powerful constraints on new physics potentially
introduced into the gluon fusion process by additional loop contributions.
The associated production of a Higgs boson with a top quark pair in pp collisions at a
center-of-mass energy of
p
s = 8 TeV has been studied in the H ! bb and H !  decay
modes as well as in multilepton nal states by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations [7{
12]. The nal states with multiple leptons cover the decay modes H !WW, H! ZZ, and
H!  . The ATLAS Collaboration recently reported evidence for the ttH process observed
in the combination of several nal states with data recorded at
p
s = 13 TeV [13, 14]. In this
paper, we present the results of a search for ttH production in multilepton nal states in pp
collision data recorded with the CMS detector at
p
s = 13 TeV. The analysis is performed
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in six event categories, distinguished by the number of light charged leptons (electrons and
muons, generically referred to as leptons in the rest of this document) and the number
of reconstructed hadronic  lepton decays in the event. We denote by the symbol h
the system of charged and neutral hadrons produced in hadronic  lepton decays. The
sensitivity of the analysis is enhanced by means of multivariate analysis (MVA) techniques
based on boosted decision trees (BDTs) [15, 16] and by matrix element method (MEM)
discriminants [17, 18].
This paper is structured as follows: the apparatus and the data samples are described
in sections 2 and 3. Section 4 summarizes the event reconstruction. The event selection
and the background estimation are described in sections 5 and 6. Section 7 focuses on
the signal extraction techniques. The systematic uncertainties are discussed in section 8.
Section 9 presents event yields, kinematic distributions, and measured properties, while the
results are summarized in section 10. Details about the MEM computation are provided
in appendix A.
2 The CMS detector
The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid of 6 m inter-
nal diameter, providing a magnetic eld of 3.8 T. A silicon pixel and strip tracker, a
lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a brass and scintillator
hadron calorimeter (HCAL), each composed of a barrel and two endcap sections, are posi-
tioned within the solenoid volume. The silicon tracker measures charged particles within
the pseudorapidity range jj < 2:5. Tracks of isolated muons of transverse momentum
pT  100 GeV emitted at jj < 1:4 are reconstructed with an eciency close to 100% and
resolutions of 2.8% in pT and 10 (30)m in the transverse (longitudinal) impact parame-
ter [19]. The ECAL is a ne-grained hermetic calorimeter with quasi-projective geometry,
and is segmented into the barrel region of jj < 1:48 and in two endcaps that extend up
to jj < 3:0. The HCAL barrel and endcaps similarly cover the region jj < 3:0. Forward
calorimeters extend the coverage up to jj < 5:0. Muons are measured and identied in the
range jj < 2:4 by gas-ionization detectors embedded in the steel ux-return yoke outside
the solenoid. A two-level trigger system is used to reduce the rate of recorded events to
a level suitable for data acquisition and storage [20]. The rst level of the CMS trigger
system, composed of custom hardware processors, uses information from the calorimeters
and muon detectors to select the most interesting events in a xed time interval of less than
4s. The high-level trigger processor farm further decreases the event rate from around
100 kHz to less than 1 kHz. Details of the CMS detector and its performance, together with
a denition of the coordinate system and the kinematic variables used in the analysis, can
be found in ref. [21].
3 Data samples and Monte Carlo simulation
The analyzed data set was collected in pp collisions at
p
s = 13 TeV in 2016 and corresponds
to an integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb 1. The events were recorded using a combination of
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triggers based on the presence of one, two, or three electrons and muons or based on the
presence of an electron or muon and a hadronic  lepton decay.
The data are compared to signal and background estimations based on Monte Carlo
(MC) simulated samples and data-driven techniques. The main irreducible background
to the analysis, arising from the associated production of a top quark pair with one or
two W or Z bosons (ttZ, ttW, and ttWW) is modeled using MC simulation. The sum
of these contributions is referred to as the ttV background. Other relevant backgrounds
that are modeled by MC simulation include Z+jets, W+jets, tt and tt, single top,
diboson (WW, WZ, and ZZ) and triboson (WWW, WWZ, WZZ, and ZZZ) production,
the production of SM Higgs bosons in association with single top quarks (tH), and a
few selected \rare" processes. These rare processes, such as tttt, and the production of
same-sign W boson pairs, typically have very small cross sections, but may nevertheless
yield nonnegligible background contributions. The contribution to the signal regions from
the production of SM Higgs bosons through the gluon fusion and vector boson fusion
processes, as well as their production in association with W or Z bosons, is negligible.
Separate event samples are generated to simulate the production of single top quarks in
association with jets, photons, and W and Z bosons. The reducible Z+jets, W+jets and
tt+jets backgrounds are determined from data. Simulated tt+jets samples, produced using
the leading order (LO) matrix elements implemented in the MadGraph5 amc@nlo 2:2:2
program [22{24], are used solely for the purpose of validating the data-driven background
estimation methods. Samples for other background processes and for the ttH signal are
generated using next-to-leading order (NLO) matrix elements implemented in the pro-
grams MadGraph5 amc@nlo and powheg v2 [25{28]. The signal events are generated
for a Higgs boson mass of MH = 125 GeV, while a top quark mass of Mt = 172:5 GeV
is used for all simulated processes involving a top quark. All samples are generated us-
ing the NNPDF3.0 [29{31] set of parton distribution functions (PDFs). Parton shower
and hadronization processes are modeled using the generator pythia 8:212 [32] with the
CUETP8M1 tune [33]. The decays of  leptons, including polarization eects, are modeled
by pythia. All samples containing top quark pairs as well as the Z= ! `` and W+jets
samples are normalized to cross sections computed at next-to-next-to-leading order ac-
curacy in perturbative quantum chromodynamics (pQCD) [34, 35]. The cross sections
for single top quark [36{38] and diboson [39] production are computed at NLO accuracy
in pQCD.
Minimum bias events generated with pythia are overlaid on all simulated events ac-
cording to the luminosity prole of the analyzed data. In the analyzed data set, an average
of approximately 23 inelastic pp interactions (pileup) occur per bunch crossing.
All generated events are passed through a detailed simulation of the CMS appara-
tus, based on Geant4 [40], and are processed using the same version of the CMS event
reconstruction software as used for data.
Small corrections are applied to simulated events as data-to-MC scale factors in order
to improve the modeling of the data. The eciency of the triggers based on the presence
of one, two, or three electrons or muons, as well as the eciency for electrons or muons
to pass the lepton reconstruction, identication, and isolation criteria, are measured using
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Z= ! ee and Z= !  events. The eciency of the triggers based on the presence of
an electron or muon and a hadronic  lepton decay, the eciency for hadronic  lepton
decays to pass the h identication criteria, and the energy scale with which hadronic 
lepton decays are reconstructed, are measured using Z= !  events [41]. The b tagging
eciency and mistag rate (discussed in section 4.4) are measured in tt+jets and Z= ! ``
events [42], respectively. The dierences in the resolution of the missing transverse mo-
mentum between data and simulation are measured in Z= ! `` and +jets events [43]
and corrected as described in ref. [44].
4 Event reconstruction
The information provided by all CMS subdetectors is employed by a particle-ow (PF)
algorithm [45] to identify and reconstruct individual particles in the event, namely muons,
electrons, photons, and charged and neutral hadrons. These particles are then used to
reconstruct jets, h and the vector pT imbalance in the event, referred to as ~p
miss
T , as well
as to quantify the isolation of leptons.
4.1 Vertices
Collision vertices are reconstructed using a deterministic annealing algorithm [46, 47]. The
reconstructed vertex position is required to be compatible with the location of the LHC
beam in the x{y plane. The reconstructed vertex with the largest value of summed physics-
object p2T is taken to be the primary pp interaction vertex (PV). The physics objects are the
jets, clustered using the jet nding algorithm [48, 49] with the tracks assigned to the vertex
as inputs, and the associated missing transverse momentum, taken as the negative vector
sum of the pT of those jets. Electrons, muons, and h candidates, which are subsequently
reconstructed, are required to be compatible with originating from the selected PV.
4.2 Electrons and muons
Electrons are reconstructed within jj < 2:5 by an algorithm [50] that matches tracks
reconstructed in the silicon tracker to energy deposits in the ECAL, without any signicant
energy deposit in the HCAL. Tracks of electron candidates are reconstructed by a dedicated
algorithm which accounts for the emission of bremsstrahlung photons. The energy loss due
to bremsstrahlung is determined by searching for energy deposits in the ECAL located
tangentially to the track. An MVA approach based on BDTs is employed to distinguish
electrons from hadrons mimicking an electron signature. Observables that quantify the
quality of the electron track, the compactness of the electron cluster, and the matching
between the track momentum and direction with the sum and position of energy deposits
in the ECAL are used as inputs to the BDT. This electron identication BDT has been
trained on samples of electrons and hadrons. Additional requirements are applied in order
to remove electrons originating from photon conversions [50].
The identication of muons is based on linking track segments reconstructed in the
silicon tracking detector and in the muon system [51] within jj < 2:4. The matching
between track segments is done outside-in, starting from a track in the muon system,
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and inside-out, starting from a track reconstructed in the inner detector. If a link can
be established, the track parameters are recomputed using the combination of hits in the
inner and outer detectors. Quality requirements are applied on the multiplicity of hits in
the track segments, on the number of matched track segments and on the quality of the
track t [51].
Electrons and muons in signal events are expected to be isolated, while leptons from
charm (c) and bottom (b) quark decays as well as from in-ight decays of pions and
kaons are often reconstructed near jets. Isolated leptons are distinguished from nonisolated
leptons using the scalar pT sum over charged particles, neutral hadrons, and photons that
are reconstructed within a narrow cone centered on the lepton direction. The size R of
the cone shrinks with the increasing pT of the lepton in order to increase the eciency
for leptons reconstructed in signal events with high hadronic activity to pass the isolation
criteria. The narrow cone size, referred to as \mini-isolation", has the further advantage
that it reduces the eect of pileup. Eciency loss due to pileup is additionally reduced by
considering only those charged particles that originate from the lepton production vertex in
the isolation sum. Residual contributions of pileup to the neutral component of the isolation
I` of the lepton are taken into account by means of so-called eective area corrections:
I` =
X
charged
pT + max
 
0;
X
neutrals
pT   A

R
0:3
2!
; (4.1)
where  represents the energy density of neutral particles reconstructed within the geo-
metric acceptance of the tracking detectors, computed as described in refs. [52, 53]. The
eective area A is obtained from the simulation, by studying the correlation between I`
and , and is determined separately for electrons and muons and in bins of . The size of
the cone is given by:
R =
8><>:
0:05; if pT > 200 GeV
10 GeV=pT; if 50 < pT < 200 GeV
0:20; if pT < 50 GeV
: (4.2)
Additional selection criteria are applied to discriminate leptons produced in the decays
of W bosons, Z bosons, or  leptons from those produced in the decays of B or light mesons.
We will refer to the former as \prompt" (signal) leptons and to the latter as \nonprompt"
(background) leptons. The separation of prompt from nonprompt leptons is performed
by a BDT-based algorithm, referred to as the lepton MVA. The following observables are
used as input to the lepton MVA: the isolation of the lepton with respect to charged and
neutral particles, corrected for pileup eects; the ratio of the pT of the lepton to the pT of
the nearest jet; a discriminant that quanties the probability of this jet to originate from
the hadronization of a c or b quark (described in section 4.4); the component of the lepton
momentum perpendicular to the jet axis; the transverse and longitudinal impact parameters
of the lepton track with respect to the PV; and the signicance of the impact parameter,
given by the impact parameter (in three dimensions) divided by its uncertainty, of the
lepton track with respect to the PV. The last three inputs are the pT and  of the lepton
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and an additional observable, which improves the discrimination of prompt leptons from
residual backgrounds in which the reconstructed lepton arises from the misidentication
of a light-quark or gluon jet. For electrons, this additional observable is the output of the
MVA that is used for electron identication. For muons, it corresponds to the compatibility
of track segments in the muon system with the pattern expected from muon ionization.
Inputs that require the matching of the lepton to a nearby jet are set to zero if no jet of
pT > 10 GeV is reconstructed within a distance R =
p
(j   `)2 + (j   `)2 < 0:4 from
the lepton, where  is the azimuthal angle in radians. Separate lepton MVAs are trained for
electrons and muons, using simulated samples of prompt leptons in ttH signal events and
nonprompt leptons in tt+jets background events. Leptons selected in the signal region are
required to pass a tight selection on the lepton MVA output. Looser selection criteria for
electrons and muons, referred to as the \relaxed lepton selection", are dened by relaxing
the lepton MVA selection for the purpose of estimating the contribution of background
processes as detailed in section 6.
4.3 Hadronic  lepton decays
Hadronic  lepton decays are reconstructed by the \hadrons-plus-strips" (HPS) algo-
rithm [54] within jj < 2:3. The algorithm reconstructs individual hadronic decay modes
of the  lepton:  ! h ,  ! h0 ,  ! h00 , and  ! hhh , where
h denotes either a charged pion or kaon. Hadronic  candidates are built by combining
the charged hadrons reconstructed by the PF algorithm with neutral pions. The neutral
pions are reconstructed by clustering the photons and electrons reconstructed by the PF
algorithm within rectangular strips that are narrow in , but wide in the  direction, to
account for the broadening of energy deposits in the ECAL if one of the photons produced
in 0 !  decays converts within the tracking detector. An improved version of the strip
reconstruction has been developed for data analyses at 13 TeV and beyond, replacing the
one used in CMS analyses at
p
s = 7 and 8 TeV that was based on a xed strip size of
0:05  0:20 in {. In the improved version the size of the strip is adjusted as a function
of the pT of the particles reconstructed within the strip [41].
Tight isolation requirements provide the most eective way to distinguish hadronic 
lepton decays from a large background of light-quark and gluon jets. The sums of scalar
pT values of charged particles and of photons are used as inputs to a BDT-based h iden-
tication discriminant. Separate sums are used for charged particles that are compatible
with originating from the h production vertex and those that are not. The nal additions
to the list of input variables are the reconstructed h decay mode and observables that
provide sensitivity to the lifetime of the  lepton. The transverse impact parameter of
the highest pT track of the h candidate with respect to the PV is used for h candidates
reconstructed in any decay mode. In case of h candidates reconstructed in the decay mode
  ! h h+h  , a t of the three tracks to a common secondary vertex is attempted and
the distance to the PV is used as an additional input variable to the BDT. The isolation
is computed within a cone of size R = 0:3, centered on the h direction. Compared to the
version of the HPS algorithm used by the majority of CMS analyses with hadronic  lepton
decays, which use a cone of size R = 0:5, the size of the cone is reduced in this analysis in
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order to improve the eciency in signal events with high hadronic activity. The BDT has
been trained on samples of hadronic  lepton decays in ttH signal events and jets in tt+jets
background events, produced using MC simulation [41]. Loose, medium, and tight working
points (WPs), corresponding respectively to a 65, 55 and 45% h identication eciency
and a 2, 1 and 0.5% jet ! h misidentication rate, are dened by varying the selections
on the BDT output. The selections are adjusted as a function of the pT of the h candidate
such that the h identication eciency for each WP is constant as a function of pT. The
loose WP is used for the estimation of the background due to the misreconstruction of
light-quark or gluon jets as h candidates and is referred to as the \relaxed h selection".
Contamination from events where the reconstructed h originates from a misreconstructed
muon or electron is reduced by requiring the reconstructed h not to overlap with muons
or electrons passing loose selection criteria within R < 0:3.
4.4 Jets
Jets are reconstructed from the PF candidates using the anti-kT algorithm [48, 49] with a
distance parameter of 0:4, and with the constraint that the charged particles are compat-
ible with the selected PV. Reconstructed jets are required not to overlap with identied
electrons, muons or h within R < 0:4 and to pass identication criteria that aim to
reject spurious jets arising from calorimeter noise [55]. The energy of reconstructed jets is
calibrated as a function of jet pT and  [56]. Jet energy corrections based on the FastJet
algorithm [52, 53] are applied. Jets selected for this analysis must have a pT > 25 GeV and
jj < 2:4. Jets originating from the hadronization of b quarks are identied by the \com-
bined secondary vertex" algorithm [42, 57], which exploits observables related to the long
lifetime of b hadrons and to the higher particle multiplicity and mass of b jets compared to
light-quark and gluon jets. Loose and tight b tagging criteria WPs are used, respectively
associated with a mistag rate of 10 and 1% and yielding a b jet selection eciency of 85
and 70%.
4.5 Missing transverse momentum
The ~pmissT is calculated as the negative of the vector pT sum of all particles reconstructed
by the PF algorithm. The magnitude of the vector is referred to as pmissT . The p
miss
T
resolution and response are improved by propagating the dierence between calibrated
and uncalibrated jets to the pmissT and by applying corrections that account for pileup
eects, as described in ref. [44].
The pmissT is complemented by the observable H
miss
T , dened as the magnitude of the
vectorial pT sum of leptons, h, and jets:
HmissT =

X
leptons
~pT` +
X
h
~pT +
X
jets
~pTj
 : (4.3)
Leptons and h entering the sum are required to pass the relaxed selection criteria discussed
in sections 4.2 and 4.3, while the jets are required to satisfy pT > 25 GeV and jj < 2:4.
The resolution on HmissT is worse compared to the resolution on p
miss
T . The advantage of
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the observable HmissT is that leptons, h, and high pT jets predominantly originate from
the hard scattering interaction and rarely from pileup interactions, which makes HmissT less
sensitive to variations in pileup conditions.
The two observables pmissT and H
miss
T are combined into a single linear discriminant:
LD = 0:6 p
miss
T + 0:4H
miss
T ; (4.4)
exploiting the fact that pmissT and H
miss
T are less correlated in events in which the recon-
structed pmissT is due to instrumental eects compared to events with genuine p
miss
T that
arises from the presence of neutrinos. The coecients of the linear combination have been
optimized to provide the best rejection against the Z+jets background.
5 Event selection
This analysis focuses on nal states in which one lepton is produced in one of the top quark
decays, while the additional leptons and h are produced in the Higgs boson or the other
top quark decay. The analysis is performed using six mutually exclusive event categories,
based on the number of reconstructed leptons and h candidates:
 one lepton and two h (1`+ 2h),
 two leptons with same sign of the charge (\same-sign leptons") and zero h (2`ss),
 two same-sign leptons and one h (2`ss + 1h),
 three leptons and zero h (3`),
 three leptons and one h (3`+ 1h), and
 four leptons (4`).
The categories with no h are mostly sensitive to the Higgs boson decay into W or Z bosons
while the categories with at least one h enhance the sensitivity to the Higgs boson decay
into  leptons. The targeted ttH decays in each category are highlighted in tables 1 and 2.
Events in the 2`ss and 2`ss + 1h categories are recorded by a combination of single-
lepton triggers and triggers that select events containing lepton pairs. In the 1` + 2h
category, the single-lepton triggers are complemented by triggers that select events con-
taining an electron or muon in combination with a h. The eciency to select signal events
in 3`, 3` + 1h, and 4` categories is increased by collecting events using a combination of
single-lepton and dilepton triggers, and triggers based on the presence of three leptons.
The pT thresholds applied in order to select the leptons in dierent event categories are
dictated by trigger requirements. In the 2`ss, 3`, and 4` categories, the lepton of highest
pT (\leading" lepton) is required to satisfy the condition pT > 25 GeV and the lepton of
second-highest pT (\subleading" lepton) is required to satisfy pT > 15 GeV. The third
(fourth) lepton is required to have pT > 15(10) GeV. In the 1`+ 2h category, the leading
lepton is required to pass a threshold of pT > 25(20) GeV if it is an electron (or muon) and
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Selection 2`ss 2`ss + 1h
Targeted ttH decay
t! b`, t! bqq,
H!WW! `qq
t! b`, t! bqq,
H!  ! `h +  0s
Trigger Single- and double-lepton triggers
Lepton pT pT > 25 / 15 GeV pT > 25 / 15 (e) or 10 GeV ()
Lepton  jj < 2:5 (e) or 2:4 ()
h pT | pT > 20 GeV
h  | jj < 2:3
Charge requirements 2 same-sign leptons 2 same-sign leptons
and charge quality requirements and charge quality requirementsP`
;h
q = 1
Jet multiplicity 4 jets 3 jets
b tagging requirements 1 tight b-tagged jet or 2 loose b-tagged jets
Missing transverse LD > 30 GeV LD > 30 GeV,

momentum
Dilepton mass m`` > 12 GeV and jmee  mZj > 10 GeV,
Selection 3` 3`+ 1h
Targeted ttH decays
t! b`, t! b`,
H!WW! `qq
t! b`, t! b`,
H!  ! `h +  0s
t! b`, t! bqq,
H!WW! ``
t! b`, t! bqq,
H! ZZ! ``qq or ``
Trigger Single-, double- and triple-lepton triggers
Lepton pT pT > 25 / 15 / 15 GeV pT > 20 / 10 / 10 GeV
Lepton  jj < 2:5 (e) or 2:4 ()
h pT | pT > 20 GeV
h  | jj < 2:3
Charge requirements
P`
q = 1 P`
;h
q = 0
Jet multiplicity 2 jets
b tagging requirements 1 tight b-tagged jet or 2 loose b-tagged jets
Missing transverse No requirement if Nj  4
momentum LD > 45 GeV,
y
LD > 30 GeV otherwise
Dilepton mass m`` > 12 GeV and jm``  mZj > 10 GeV,z
Four-lepton mass m4` > 140 GeV,
x |
Applied only if both leptons are electrons.
yIf the event contains a SFOS lepton pair and Nj  3.
zApplied to all SFOS lepton pairs.
xApplied only if the event contains 2 SFOS lepton pairs.
Table 1. Event selections applied in the 2`ss, 2`ss + 1h, 3`, and 3`+ 1h categories.
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Selection 1`+ 2h 4`
Targeted ttH decays
t! b`, t! bqq,
H!  ! hh +  0s
t! b`, t! b`,
H!WW! ``
t! b`, t! b`,
H! ZZ! ``qq or ``
Trigger Single=lepton Single-, double-
and lepton+h triggers and triple-lepton triggers
Lepton pT pT > 25 (e) or 20 GeV () pT > 25 / 15 / 15 / 10 GeV
Lepton  jj < 2:1 jj < 2:5 (e) or 2:4 ()
h pT pT > 30 / 20 GeV |
h  jj < 2:3 |
Charge requirements
P
h
q = 0 and
P`
;h
q = 1 |
Jet multiplicity 3 jets 2 jets
b tagging requirements 1 tight b-tagged jet or 2 loose b-tagged jets
Dilepton mass m`` > 12 GeV m`` > 12 GeV
and jm``  mZj > 10 GeV,z
Four-lepton mass | m4` > 140 GeV;
x
zApplied to all SFOS lepton pairs.
xApplied only if the event contains 2 SFOS lepton pairs.
Table 2. Event selections applied in the 1`+ 2h and 4` categories. If the event contains a SFOS
lepton pair and Nj  3.
is restricted to be within jj < 2:1 to match the trigger requirements. In the 2`ss + 1h
category, the leading lepton is required to satisfy pT > 25 GeV, while the subleading lepton
must satisfy pT > 15(10) GeV if it is an electron (or muon). In the 3` + 1h category, the
leading (subleading and third) lepton is required to have pT > 20(10) GeV.
Hadronically decaying  lepton candidates selected in the signal region of the 2`ss+1h
and 3`+1h categories are required to pass the medium WP and must have a reconstructed
pT > 20 GeV. In the 1`+ 2h category, the tight WP is used instead to further reduce the
dominant tt+jets background. The leading (subleading) h candidate in this category is
required to pass a threshold of pT > 30(20) GeV.
In signal events selected in the 1`+ 2h category, the lepton predominantly originates
from the leptonic decay of one of the top quarks, while the Higgs boson decays to a pair
of  leptons, which both decay hadronically. Consequently, we require the two h to be of
opposite sign, the combination of signs expected for a h pair produced in a Higgs boson
decay. In the 2`ss+1h category, the sign of the reconstructed h is required to be opposite
to that of the leptons, while in the 3` + 1h category the sum of lepton and h charges is
required to be zero. Finally, the modulus of the sum of lepton charges is required to be
equal to one for events selected in the 3`, matching the sum of charges expected in signal
events.
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Events selected in any category are required to contain at least one jet passing tight
b tagging criteria or at least two jets passing loose b tagging criteria. Additional criteria
on the multiplicity of jets are applied. In the 1` + 2h and 2`ss + 1h categories, the
presence of at least three jets, including the jets that pass the b tagging criteria, is required.
The requirement on the number of jets is tightened to at least four in the 2`ss category,
consistent with the higher jet multiplicity expected in this category targeting events where
the H decays into WW ! `qq. For events selected in the 3`, 3`+ 1h, and 4` categories,
only the presence of at least two jets is required, as those categories target events with
dileptonic decay of the tt pair.
In the 2`ss and 2`ss + 1h categories, the tt+jets background is reduced signicantly
by requiring the two leptons to have the same sign. Background contributions arising from
events containing two leptons of opposite sign, in which the sign of one lepton is mismea-
sured, are reduced by applying additional quality criteria on the charge measurement. For
electrons, the consistency of the charge measurements based on dierent tracking algo-
rithms and on hits reconstructed in either the silicon pixel detector or the combination of
silicon pixel and strip detectors, is required. For muons, the curvature of the track recon-
structed based on the combination of hits in the silicon detectors and in the muon system
is required to be measured with a relative uncertainty of less than 20%.
The probability to mismeasure the charge is signicantly higher for electrons than for
muons. Background contributions to the 2`ss and 2`ss + 1h categories that arise from
Z+jets events in which the sign of a lepton is mismeasured are reduced by requiring events
to satisfy the condition LD > 30 GeV (applied only if both leptons are electrons in the
2`ss + 1h category) and vetoing events in which the mass of the electron pair is within
10 GeV of the Z boson mass. In the 3` and 3`+ 1h categories, the background from events
containing Z bosons (Z+jets, WZ, ZZ, and ttZ) is suppressed by requiring selected events
to satisfy the condition LD > 30 GeV. The Z-veto is also extended to all events containing
same-avor opposite-sign (SFOS) lepton pairs and the requirement on LD is tightened to
the condition LD > 45 GeV for those. For events with four or more jets the contamination
from background processes with Z bosons is smaller and no requirement on LD is applied.
In all categories, events containing lepton pairs of mass less than 12 GeV are rejected,
as these events are not well modeled by the MC simulation.
In the 3` and 4` categories, events with two pairs of SFOS leptons passing loose
identication criteria and with a 4-lepton invariant mass lower than 140 GeV are rejected,
to avoid overlap with the dedicated ttH category from [4].
The event selections applied in the dierent categories are summarized in tables 1
and 2. Combining all the event categories and assuming the SM ttH production, 91 signal
events are expected, corresponding to 0.5% of all produced ttH events.
6 Background estimation
Contributions of background processes to the signal region (SR) of the analysis, dened by
the event selection criteria detailed in section 5, arise from a variety of sources. Backgrounds
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are categorized as being either \reducible" or \irreducible" and are estimated either from
the data or modeled using the MC simulation.
A background is considered as reducible if at least one electron or muon is due to a
nonprompt lepton (i.e., originating from the decay of a hadron) or to the misidentication
of a hadron, or if one or more h is due to the misidentication of a quark or gluon jet. In the
2`ss category, further sources of reducible backgrounds arise from events containing lepton
pairs of opposite charge in which the sign of either lepton is mismeasured and from the
production of top quark pairs in association with either real or virtual conversion photons.
The dominant reducible backgrounds, arising from the misidentication of leptons or h
(misidentied lepton background) or from the mismeasurement of the lepton charge (\sign-
ip" background), are determined from data. The procedures are described in sections 6.1
and 6.2.
The background contribution arising from tt production in association with photons
(\conversions") is mostly relevant for the 2`ss and 2`ss + 1h categories. It is typically due
to asymmetric conversions of the type  ! e+e , in which one electron or positron carries
most of the energy of the photon, while the other electron or positron is of low energy
and fails to get reconstructed. Events of this type are suppressed very eectively thanks
to the electron selections used. The small remaining background is modeled using the
MC simulation. The validity of the simulation has been veried in control regions (CRs)
in data.
Irreducible background contributions are modeled using the MC simulation. The dom-
inant contributions are due to the production of top quark pairs in association with W or
Z bosons and to the diboson production in association with jets, dominated by the WZ
and ZZ backgrounds. Minor contributions arise from rare SM processes such as triboson
production, single top production in association with a Z boson, the production of two
same-sign W bosons, and tttt production. Results are presented considering the tH pro-
cess as a background process normalized to the SM expectation. The SM tH rate amounts
to about 5% of the ttH one in the signal regions of this analysis. The modeling of the data
by the simulation is validated in specic CRs, each enriched in the contribution of one of
the dominant irreducible background processes: ttZ, ttW, and WZ+jets.
6.1 Background from misidentied leptons and h
The background from misidentied leptons and h is estimated from data by means of
the fake factor (FF) method. The method is applied to each event category separately.
It is based on selecting a sample of events passing all selection criteria for the respective
category, detailed in section 5, except that electrons, muons, and h are required to pass
the relaxed, instead of nominal, selection criteria. We refer to these event samples as the
\application region" (AR) of the FF method. Events in which all leptons and h pass the
tight selection criteria are vetoed in order to avoid overlap with the SR. An estimate for
the contribution of the misidentied lepton background to the SR is obtained by applying
appropriately chosen weights to the events selected in the AR.
The weights depend on the probability fi for a misidentied electron, muon, or h
that passes the relaxed selection criteria to pass the nominal selection criteria. For the
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computation of the weights, the index i extends over all leptons and h that pass the relaxed,
but fail the nominal selection criteria. The weights dier depending on the multiplicity
of leptons and h passing the relaxed selection criteria as well as on the number of those
passing the nominal selection criteria, the latter being denoted by Np. For events containing
a total of 2 or 3 objects, the weights are given by:
w2 =
8<:
f1
1 f1 if Np = 1
  f1 f2(1 f1) (1 f2) if Np = 0
w3 =
8>>>><>>>>:
f1
1 f1 if Np = 2
  f1 f2(1 f1) (1 f2) if Np = 1
f1 f2 f3
(1 f1) (1 f2) (1 f3) if Np = 0.
(6.1)
The sign of the weights alternates for events with dierent numbers of leptons and
h candidates passing the nominal selection criteria. The alternating sign is necessary to
correctly account for the contributions of events with dierent numbers of prompt leptons,
nonprompt leptons, genuine h, and hadrons to an event sample with a given total number
of reconstructed leptons and h. For example, in the case of events with two leptons in the
2`ss category, the negative sign in the expression  f1 f2=[(1   f1) (1   f2)] for the weight
w2 corrects for the contribution of events with two nonprompt leptons or misidentied
hadrons to the sample of events in which one lepton passes and the other one fails the
nominal lepton selection criteria. Application of the weights given by eq. (6.1) to events
in the AR provides an unbiased estimate of the background contribution in the SR arising
from events with at least one nonprompt lepton or hadron misidentied as prompt lepton
or h. A correction obtained from the MC simulation is subtracted from this estimate to
account for the contamination of the AR with irreducible backgrounds, i.e., by events in
which all leptons are prompt leptons and all h are genuine, and in which a prompt lepton
fails the nominal lepton selection criteria or a genuine h fails the nominal h selection
criteria. The correction does not exceed 10% of the yield in the AR in any category.
The factors fi are measured separately for electrons, muons, and h and are parame-
trized as functions of pT and . The CR in which the fi are measured is referred to
as \determination region" (DR) of the FF method. The fi for electrons and muons are
measured in multijet events. Selected events are required to contain one electron or muon
passing the relaxed lepton selection criteria and at least one jet. The data in this DR
are collected with single lepton triggers, except at low muon pT, where the presence of an
additional jet with pT > 40 GeV is required in the trigger. Contamination from prompt
leptons, primarily arising from the production of single W and Z bosons in association with
jets, with a small contribution from diboson production, is reduced by vetoing events with
multiple leptons. The residual contamination is subtracted based on a likelihood t, similar
to the one used for measuring the ttH production rate in the SR described in section 7,
that determines the relative contributions of dierent background processes with prompt
leptons to the DR. A variable closely related to the transverse mass of the electron or muon
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and ~pmissT ,
m
0
T =
q
2pxT` p
miss
T (1  cos ); (6.2)
is used as the discriminating observable in the t. Here, pxT` = 35 GeV is used to reduce the
correlation between m
0
T and the pT of the lepton and  denotes the angle in the transverse
plane between the lepton momentum and the ~pmissT vector. A complication arises from the
fact that the factors fi are measured in multijet events, while the dominant misidentied
lepton background in the AR is due to tt+jets production. The relaxed lepton selection
criteria are chosen such that the fi are similar for nonprompt leptons and for hadrons that
are misidentied as prompt leptons and do not dier between multijet and tt+jets events.
The fi for h are measured using tt+jets events in which the two W bosons produced in
the decay of the top quark pair decay to an electron-muon pair. The events are required to
contain one electron, one muon, at least one h candidate passing the relaxed h selection,
and two or more jets, of which at least one passes the tight or at least two pass the loose
b tagging criteria, and are recorded by a combination of single-lepton triggers and triggers
based on the presence of an electron-muon pair. Contributions from other background
processes are reduced by requiring the observable LD, dened by eq. (4.4), to satisfy the
condition LD > 30 GeV. The contamination from background processes with genuine h is
subtracted using the MC simulation. Separate sets of fi are measured for the h selection
criteria applied in the 2`ss+1h and 3`+1h categories and for those applied in the 1`+2h
category.
For the 1`+2h, 2`ss and 3` categories, the FF method is applied as described, whereas
a modied version of the FF method is utilized in the 2`ss + 1h and 3` + 1h categories.
In the modied version, only the part of the misidentied lepton background in which at
least one of the reconstructed electrons or muons is misidentied is obtained from data,
relaxing only the selection criteria for electrons and muons when dening the AR. On
the other hand, the contribution of background events that contain genuine prompt light
leptons and in which the reconstructed h is due to the misidentication of a quark or
gluon jet is obtained from the MC simulation, corrected to account for the dierence in
the h misidentication probability in data and simulation. In this way, ttH events where
the reconstructed h is not due to a genuine h can be retained as signal, instead of being
included in the misidentied lepton background estimate. These events amount to  30%
of the total signal in the 2`ss + 1h and 3`+ 1h categories.
We have checked that the background due to nonprompt leptons was negligible in the
4` category and the FF method is therefore not used in this category.
6.2 Sign-ip background
The sign-ip background in the 2`ss and 2`ss + 1h categories is dominated by tt+jets
events with two prompt leptons in which the sign of either prompt lepton is mismeasured.
The background is estimated from data, following a strategy similar to the one used for
the estimation of the misidentied lepton background. The AR used to estimate the
contribution of the sign-ip background to the SR contains events passing all selection
criteria of the SR, described in section 5, of the respective category, except that the two
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leptons are required to be of opposite sign. In the 2`ss category, the sum of the probabilities
to mismeasure the charge of either one of the two leptons is then applied as an event weight.
In the 2`ss + 1h category, only the probability to mismeasure the sign of the lepton with
the same sign as the h is used, due to the charge requirements used for the event selection
in this category. The sign misidentication rates for electrons and muons are measured by
comparing the rates of Z= ! ee and Z= !  events with leptons of the same and
of opposite sign and are parametrized as functions of lepton pT and . The probability
for mismeasuring the sign of electrons ranges from 0.02% for electrons in the barrel to
0.4% for electrons in the endcaps, after all the object selection criteria. The probability
for mismeasuring the sign of muons is negligible in this analysis.
7 Signal extraction
The event samples selected in the SR are still dominated by backgrounds in all event
categories. The sensitivity of the statistical analysis is enhanced by extracting the signal
rate by means of a maximum likelihood (ML) t to the distribution in a discriminating
observable, except in the 4` category, where we resort to event counting because of the
small number of events expected in this category. In each event category, a dierent
discriminating observable is chosen, in order to achieve the maximal separation in shape
between the ttH signal and backgrounds. The observables used for the ML t are described
in section 7.1, and the statistical analysis is detailed in section 7.2.
7.1 Discriminating observables
Discriminants based on the MEM approach have been developed for the 2`ss + 1h and
3` categories to improve the separation of the ttH signal with respect to the main back-
grounds. The computation of the discriminant is based on combining the knowledge of
dierential theoretical cross sections for the ttH signal and for background processes with
the knowledge of the experimental resolution of the detector. More details about their
computations are provided in appendix A.
In the 2`ss + 1h category, a MEM discriminant LR(2`ss + 1h) is directly used for the
signal extraction, optimized to discriminate the ttH signal from three types of background:
ttZ events in which the Z boson decays into a pair of  leptons, ttZ events in which the Z
boson decays into a pair of electrons or muons and one lepton is misidentied as h, and
tt ! b` b events with one additional nonprompt lepton produced in either a b or a b
quark decay.
The discriminating observable used for the signal extraction in each of the categories
2`ss, 3`, and 3` + 1h is based on the output of two BDTs. The rst BDT is trained to
separate the ttH signal from the ttV background and the second to separate the signal from
the tt+jets background. In the 1`+ 2h category, the background is largely dominated by
tt+jets production and a single BDT is trained to separate the signal from this background.
The training of the BDTs is performed on simulated events. The events used for the
training are not used elsewhere in the analysis. The observables used as input to the BDTs
are summarized in table 3. The choice of input variables is optimized for each category
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Observable 1`+ 2h 2`ss 3` 3`+ 1h
R(`1; j) |
p p p
R(`2; j) |
p p p
hRjji p | | p,2
R
p
| | |
max
 j`1j; j`2j | p p p
HmissT
p
| |
p
,2
Nj
p p p p
Nb
p
| | |
mvis
p
| | |
m`1T |
p p p
p`1T |
p
,1
p
,1
p
,1
p`2T |
p
,1 - -
p`3T | |
p
,1
p
,1
p1T
p
| | |
p2T
p
| | |
LR(3`) | |
p
,1 |
MVAmaxthad |
p
,2 | |
MVAmaxHj |
p
,1 | |
1Used only in BDT that separates ttH signal from ttV background.
2Used only in BDT that separates ttH signal from tt+jets background.
Table 3. Observables used as input to the BDTs that separate the ttH signal from the ttV and
tt+jets backgrounds in the 1`+ 2h, 2`ss, 3`, and 3`+ 1h categories.
individually, and separate optimizations are performed for the BDT that separates the
signal from the ttV background and the one that separates the signal from the tt+jets
background.
The input variables given in the table are dened as follows:
 R(`1; j) (R(`2; j)) refers to the separation between the leading (subleading) lepton
and the nearest jet;
 hRjji refers to the average distance between jets;
 R refers to the distance between the leading and subleading h;
 Nj and Nb refer to the number of jets and b-tagged jets of 25 GeV and jj < 2:4 that
do not overlap, within R < 0:4, with any electron, muon, or h passing the relaxed
selection criteria;
 mvis refers to the visible mass of the leading and subleading h;
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 m`1T refers to the transverse mass of the leading lepton and the ~pmissT vector, computed
according to eq. (6.2);
 p`1T (p`2T , p`3T ) refers to the pT of the leading (subleading, third) lepton;
 p1T (p2T ) refers to the pT of the leading (subleading) h;
 LR(3`) refers to a MEM discriminant for the 3` category, optimized to discriminate
the ttH signal from the two dominant irreducible background processes ttZ and ttW;
 The observable MVAmaxthad quanties the compatibility of jets with a hadronic decay
of a top quark. The compatibility is computed as the response of a BDT classier
and evaluated for each possible jet and lepton permutation, using several kinematic
quantities and b tagging information as inputs. The maximum over all those permu-
tations is used as input to the BDT that separates the ttH signal from the tt+jets
background in the 2`ss category;
 The observable MVAmaxHj quanties the compatibility of jets to originate from
H ! WW decays in which one W boson decays leptonically and the other to a
pair of quarks. The compatibility is computed as the response of a BDT classier
and evaluated per jet, using angular variables and jet identication variables (b tag-
ging and quark-gluon discriminants). The maximum over all jets is used as input to
the BDT that separates the ttH signal from the ttV background in the 2`ss category.
Jets that are compatible with originating from the hadronic decays of top quarks
according to MVAmaxthad are excluded from the computation of MVA
max
Hj .
The outputs of the two BDTs that separate the ttH signal from the ttV and tt+jets
backgrounds are mapped into a single discriminant DMVA that is used as a discriminating
observable for the signal extraction in the 2`ss, 3`, and 3`+ 1h categories. The mapping
is determined as follows. The algorithm starts by lling two-dimensional histograms of
the output of the rst versus the second BDT for signal and background events. The his-
tograms use a ne binning. The distributions for signal and for background are smoothed
using Gaussian kernels to reduce statistical uctuations. The ratio of signal to background
event yields is computed in each bin and assigned to background events depending on the
bins they fall in. The cumulative distribution of this ratio is produced for background
events and partitioned, based on its quantiles, into N regions of equal background content.
The number of regions is chosen using a recursive application of the k-means clustering
algorithm with k = 2 [58] on the two-dimensional distribution of the BDTs, including
stopping conditions limiting the statistical uncertainty in the signal and background tem-
plates. The output of the algorithm that determines the mapping is a partitioning of the
two-dimensional plane spanned by the output of the two BDTs into N regions and an
enumeration, used as a discriminant, of these regions by increasing signal-to-background
ratio. By construction, the distribution of the background is approximately at in this
discriminant, while the distribution of the signal increases from low to high values of the
discriminant. In the 2`ss and 3` categories, the signal extraction is performed using this
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discriminant in subcategories based on lepton avor, lepton charges and b-tagging require-
ments. In the 3` + 1h category, due to limited statistics in simulation, the training of
the two BDTs and the two-dimensional mapping have been actually performed with an
inclusive 3` selection, resulting in a non at background distribution.
Events selected in the 2`ss + 1h category are analyzed in two subcategories, moti-
vated by dierent signal-to-background ratios and dierent levels of signal-to-background
separation provided by the MEM discriminant LR(2`ss + 1h) in each of the subcategories.
The \no-missing-jet" subcategory contains events in which a pair of jets compatible with
originating from the hadronic decay of a W boson is reconstructed, which allows for a full
reconstruction of the decay chain ttH ! bW bW  ! bjj b` `` h in signal events,
while the \missing-jet" category contains events with no such pair of jets. The full recon-
struction of the decay chain improves the separation of the ttH signal from background
events. Signal events can contribute to the \missing-jet" category if, for example, one of
the jets produced in the W boson decay is outside of the pT and  acceptance or if it
overlaps with another jet.
7.2 Statistical analysis
The rate of the ttH signal  is measured through a simultaneous ML t to the distribution in
the discriminating observables or the number of events observed in the six event categories
1`+2h, 2`ss, 2`ss+1h, 3`, 3`+1h, and 4`. The best-t value of this parameter is denoted
as ^. A 68% condence interval on the parameter of interest is obtained using a maximum
likelihood t based on the prole likelihood ratio test statistic [59, 60]. A potential signal
excess in data is quantied by calculating the corresponding p-value. Upper limits on the
ttH signal rate are set via the CLs method [61, 62].
The nuisance parameters described in section 8 are treated via the frequentist para-
digm, as described in refs. [59, 60]. Systematic uncertainties that aect only the nor-
malization, but not the distribution in any discriminating observable, are represented by
 -function distributions if they are statistical in origin, e.g., corresponding to the number of
events observed in a control region, and by log-normal probability density functions other-
wise. Systematic uncertainties that aect the distribution in the discriminating observables
are incorporated into the ML t via the technique detailed in ref. [63], and represented by
Gaussian probability density functions. Nuisance parameters representing systematic un-
certainties of the latter type can also aect the normalization of the ttH signal or of the
backgrounds.
8 Systematic uncertainties
Various imprecisely measured or simulated eects can aect the rates as well as the dis-
tributions of the observables used for the signal extraction, described in section 7. We
dierentiate the corresponding systematic uncertainties between experimental and theory-
related sources. The contributions of background processes that are determined from data,
as described in section 6, are mostly unaected by potential inaccuracies of the MC simu-
lation.
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The eciency for events to pass the combination of triggers based on the presence
of one, two, or three electrons or muons is measured in bins of lepton multiplicity with
an uncertainty between 1 and 3% using a sample of events recorded by triggers based on
pmissT . The eciency of the trigger that selects events containing an electron or muon in
combination with a h in the 1` + 2h category is measured with an uncertainty of 3% in
Z= !  events.
The eciencies to reconstruct and identify electrons and muons are measured as a
function of pT with uncertainties ranging from 2 to 4% using Z=
 ! ee and Z= ! 
events via the tag-and-probe method discussed in ref. [64]. The h reconstruction and
identication eciency and the h energy scale are measured with uncertainties of 5 and
3%, respectively, using Z= !  events [41].
The energy scale of jets is measured using the pT balance of jets with Z bosons and
photons in Z= ! ee and Z= !  and +jets events and the pT balance between
jets in dijet and multijet events [55]. The uncertainty in the jet energy scale is a few
percent and depends on pT and . The impact of jet energy scale uncertainties on event
yields and on the distributions in kinematic observables is evaluated by varying the jet
energy corrections within their uncertainties and propagating the eect to the nal result
by recalculating all kinematic quantities, including pmissT , H
miss
T , and LD, and reapplying
all event selection criteria.
The b tagging eciencies are measured in multijet events, enriched in the heavy-avor
content by requiring the presence of a muon, and in tt+jets events, with uncertainties of a
few percent, depending on pT and  [57]. The mistag rates for light-quark and gluon jets
are measured in Z+jets events with an uncertainty of 5{10% for the loose and 20{30% for
the tight b tagging criteria, again depending on pT and  [57].
The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity amounts to 2.5% [65].
Uncertainties from theoretical sources are assigned to the ttV backgrounds and to the
signal normalization. The cross sections of the irreducible ttZ, ttW, and ttWW back-
grounds are known with uncertainties of +9:6% 11:2%,
+12:9%
 11:5%, and
+8:1%
 10:9%, respectively, from
missing higher-order corrections on the perturbative expansion and of 3.4, 4 and 3%, re-
spectively, from uncertainties in the PDFs and in the strong coupling constant s [66]. The
theoretical uncertainties in the SM expectation for the ttH signal cross section amount to
+5:8%
 9:3% from missing higher-order corrections on the perturbative expansion and to 3.6%
from uncertainties in the PDFs and in s [66]. The eect of missing higher orders on
distributions in kinematic observables is evaluated through independent changes in the
renormalization and factorization scales by factors of 2 and 1=2 relative to their nominal
equal values [67{69].
The estimate for the misidentied lepton background, obtained from data as described
in section 6.1, is subject to uncertainties in the factors fi that are used to compute the
event weights in eq. (6.1). The impact of these uncertainties is separated into eects on the
normalization and on the shape of the distributions used for signal extraction. The eect
on the normalization ranges from 10 to 40%, depending on the multiplicity of misidentied
electrons, muons, and h, and on their pT and . The uncertainties in the normalization
include the eect of statistical uncertainties in the sample used to measure the fi, of
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systematic uncertainties related to the subtraction of the prompt-lepton contamination
in this sample, and of the non-perfect agreement in simulation between distributions for
misidentied lepton background and those obtained when applying the FF method. The
eect on distributions in kinematic observables is computed as follows. In case of electrons
and muons, an uncertainty band for the distributions used for signal extraction is obtained
by applying independent variations of the fi in dierent bins of pT and . In case of
h, we t the misidentication rates fi measured in the barrel and endcap region of the
detector as function of pT and propagate the uncertainty in the slope of the t to the nal
result, in a correlated way between all the categories with h candidates, with typical values
around 3%.
The uncertainty in the sign misidentication rate for electrons is propagated to the
nal result in a similar way. The corresponding uncertainty in the rate of the sign-ip
background amounts to  30%.
Even though the WZ production is predicted theoretically at NLO accuracy and its
inclusive cross section has been measured successfully at the LHC [70, 71], this good agree-
ment does not translate automatically to the signal regions considered for this analysis,
which require the presence of at least one b-tagged jet. A conservative 100% uncertainty
is therefore assigned to the diboson background in all categories but the 3` one. The un-
certainty is reduced to  40% for the 3` categories from studies in a dedicated 3` WZ CR,
dened by inverting the Z veto on the dilepton mass and the b tagging requirement. The
overall uncertainty assigned to the diboson prediction in that case is estimated from the
statistical uncertainty due to the limited sample size in the CR (30%), the residual back-
ground in the CR (20%), the uncertainties in the b tagging rate (between 10 and 40%), and
from the knowledge of PDFs and the theoretical uncertainties in the avor composition of
the jets produced in association with the electroweak bosons (up to 10%).
An uncertainty of 50% is assigned to the rate of other minor backgrounds. This
conservative uncertainty accounts for the fact that the small background contributions
from those processes have not yet been measured at the LHC.
Among all the sources of uncertainty listed above, the ones having the largest im-
pact on the measured ttH signal rate are related to the lepton eciency measurement, the
estimate of the misidentied lepton background and the theoretical sources aecting the
normalization of the signal and irreducible backgrounds, as can be seen from table 4. The
systematic uncertainties related to the lepton eciency measurement and the estimate of
the misidentied lepton background are treated as correlated between all the categories
which include leptons with a given avor. The systematic uncertainties in the normaliza-
tion of the signal and irreducible backgrounds are treated as correlated between all the
categories.
9 Results
The number of events observed in the dierent categories are compared to the SM expecta-
tions after the ML t in table 5. The event yields resulting from the t are consistent with
those predicted by the original background and signal estimates within the uncertainties
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Source Uncertainty [%] = [%]
e,  selection eciency 2{4 11
h selection eciency 5 4.5
b tagging eciency 2{15 [57] 6
Reducible background estimate 10{40 11
Jet energy calibration 2{15 [55] 5
h energy calibration 3 1
Theoretical sources 10 12
Integrated luminosity 2.5 5
Table 4. Summary of the main sources of systematic uncertainty and their impact on the combined
measured ttH signal rate . = corresponds to the relative shift in signal strength obtained from
varying the systematic source within its associated uncertainty.
described in section 8. Most of those uncertainties are not very constrained by the ML
t, except for the uncertainty related to the background due to jets misidentied as h
candidates. This originates from the 1` + 2h category which is dominated by this back-
ground. Distributions in the discriminating observables used for the signal extraction in
the dierent categories after the nal t are shown in gures 2{4. In gure 5, the dierent
bins of the distributions are classied according to their expected ratio of signal (S) to
background (B) events. An excess of observed events with respect to the SM backgrounds
is visible in the most sensitive bins.
Upper limits on the signal rate, computed at 95% condence level (CL), are given in
table 6. The limits are computed for separate ts of each category, and for their combina-
tion. The observed limit computed from the combination of all categories amounts to 2:1
times the SM ttH production rate. The observed limit is compatible with the one expected
if a SM ttH signal is present at the SM predicted rate, amounting to 1:7 times the SM ttH
production rate in the presence of a ttH signal. In the absence of signal, an upper limit on
the signal rate of 0:8 times the SM ttH production rate is expected.
Signal yields are extracted from a t with  allowed to assume dierent values in each
category, or constrained to assume the same value in all the categories for the combined
result. The results are shown in gure 6. For the combined t, the observed (expected)
signal rate is  = 1:23+0:45 0:43 (1:00
+0:42
 0:38) times the SM ttH production rate, with an observed
(expected) signicance of 3:2 (2:8), which represents evidence for ttH production in
those nal states. While the categories 2`ss, 3` and 4` are mostly sensitive to the ttH
signal in the H ! WW and H ! ZZ decay modes, the 1` + 2h, 2`ss + 1h and 3` + 1h
categories enhance the sensitivity to the H !  decay mode. The distributions in the
discriminating observables are very similar for ttH signal events with a H boson decaying
into W bosons, Z bosons, and  leptons, however, causing a large anti-correlation between
the corresponding signal rates. Denoting the sum of H ! WW and H ! ZZ decay
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Process 1`+ 2h 2`ss 2`ss + 1h
ttH 7:1  2:4 66:3  21:0 11:6  3:5
ttZ= 6:3  1:1 80:9  10:4 9:2  1:2
ttW + ttWW 0:5  0:1 150:0  16:9 9:1  1:0
WZ + ZZ 2:1  1:6 16:5  13:1 3:9  3:0
tH 0:4  0:1 2:7  0:2 0:5  0:04
Conversions < 0:02 12:1  5:8 1:4  0:5
Sign ip | 27:5  8:0 0:5  0:1
Misidentied leptons 195:7  13:6 94:2  21:2 8:6  2:1
Rare backgrounds 1:4  0:7 39:0  21:2 3:1  1:5
Total expected
background
206:3  14:0 423:0  38:0 36:1  4:2
Observed 212 507 49
Process 3` 3`+ 1h 4`
ttH 22:8  7:4 2:6  0:9 1:1  0:4
ttZ= 49:0  6:9 3:4  0:5 2:1  0:4
ttW + ttWW 35:2  4:2 0:4  0:04 < 2 10 3
WZ + ZZ 9:9  2:4 0:3  0:05 0:1  0:1
tH 1:2  0:2 0:1  0:01 < 4 10 4
Conversions 5:3  2:9 < 0:02 < 0:02
Misidentied leptons 22:7  6:7 0:9  0:2 < 0:04
Rare backgrounds 8:2  13:8 0:2  0:1 0:1  0:2
Total expected
background
131:4  18:2 5:3  0:5 2:4  0:4
Observed 148 7 3
Table 5. Numbers of events selected in the dierent categories compared to the SM expectations
for the ttH signal and background processes. The event yields expected for the ttH signal and for
the backgrounds are shown for the values of nuisance parameters obtained from the combined ML
t and  = ^ = 1:23. Quoted uncertainties represent the combination of statistical and systematic
components.
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Figure 2. Distributions in the discriminating observables used for the signal extraction in the
1`+2h category (top left) and in dierent subcategories of the 2`ss category (top right and bottom
row), compared to the SM expectation for the ttH signal and for background processes. A BDT
trained to separate the ttH signal from the tt+jets background is used in the 1`+2h category, while
a DMVA variable, combining the outputs of two BDTs trained to discriminate the ttH signal from
the ttV and tt+jets backgrounds respectively, is used in the 2`ss subcategories. The distributions
expected for signal and background processes are shown for the values of nuisance parameters
obtained from the combined ML t and  = ^ = 1:23, corresponding to the best-t value from the
ML t.
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Figure 3. Distributions in the discriminating observables used for the signal extraction in the \no-
missing-jet" (top left) and \missing-jet" (top right) subcategories of the 2`ss + 1h category, the 3`
category (bottom left), and the 3`+ 1h category (bottom right), compared to the SM expectation
for the ttH signal and for background processes. The MEM discriminant LR(2`ss + 1h) is used in
the 2`ss + 1h subcategories, while a DMVA variable, combining the outputs of two BDTs trained
to discriminate the ttH signal from the ttV and tt+jets backgrounds respectively, is used in the
3` and 3` + 1h categories. The distributions expected for signal and background processes are
shown for the values of nuisance parameters obtained from the combined ML t and  = ^ = 1:23,
corresponding to the best-t value from the ML t. The lowest bin of the MEM discriminant in
the \missing-jet" subcategory of the 2`ss + 1h category collects events for which the kinematics of
the reconstructed objects is not compatible with the ttH, H!  signal hypothesis.
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Category Observed limit on 
Expected limit
( = 0) ( = 1)
1`+ 2h 2:7 4:1
+1:7
 1:4 4:8
+2:0
 1:9
2`ss 2:8 1:0+0:4 0:2 2:0
+0:7
 0:3
2`ss + 1h 2:5 1:4
+0:7
 0:3 2:5
+0:9
 0:5
3` 2:7 1:6+0:8 0:4 2:9
+1:1
 0:4
3`+ 1h 4:4 2:8
+1:3
 0:6 4:1
+1:5
 0:7
4` 6:5 4:9+2:8 1:1 6:7
+2:5
 0:8
Combined 2:1 0:8+0:3 0:2 1:7
+0:5
 0:5
Table 6. The 95% CL upper limits on the ttH signal rate, in units of the SM ttH production rate,
obtained in each of the categories individually and for the combination of all six event categories.
The observed limit is compared to the limits expected for the background-only hypothesis ( = 0)
and for the case that a ttH signal of SM production rate is present in the data ( = 1). The 1
standard deviation uncertainty intervals on the expected limits are also given in the table.
Figure 4. Number of events observed and expected in the 4` category. The distributions expected
for signal and background processes are shown for the values of nuisance parameters obtained from
the combined ML t and  = ^ = 1:23, corresponding to the best-t value from the ML t.
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Figure 5. Distribution of the decimal logarithm of the ratio between the expected signal and
expected background in each bin of the distributions used for the signal extraction. The distributions
expected for signal and background processes are shown for the values of nuisance parameters
obtained from the combined ML t and  = ^ = 1:23, corresponding to the best-t value from the
ML t.
modes by H ! VV and performing a two-parameter simultaneous t for the signal rates
(ttH;H ! VV) and (ttH; H ! ), we obtain (ttH;H ! VV) = 1:69+0:68 0:61 and (ttH;
H ! ) = 0:15+1:07 0:91. The expected anti-correlation between the two measured signal
strengths has been explicitly checked and is associated with a correlation factor of  0:45.
As a cross check, the analysis is repeated with the ttZ and ttW(W ) backgrounds
kept freely oating in the ML t. Control regions enriched in the contributions of these
backgrounds are added to the t to constrain them. The ttZ-enriched control region is
dened from the 3` signal region by inverting the Z boson veto on the invariant mass
of SFOS lepton pairs. The ttW-enriched control region is dened from the 2`ss signal
region but changing the jet multiplicity requirement to consider events with exactly three
jets. The signal rate obtained from this t is  = 1:04+0:50 0:36 (1:00
+0:42
 0:38) times the SM ttH
production rate, with an observed (expected) signicance of 2:7 (2:7).
10 Summary
A search has been presented for the associated production of a Higgs boson with a top quark
pair in nal states with electrons, muons, and hadronically decaying  leptons (h). The
analyzed data set corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb 1 of pp collision data
recorded by the CMS experiment at
p
s = 13 TeV. The analysis is performed in six mutually
exclusive event categories, based on dierent lepton and h multiplicity requirements. The
sensitivity of the analysis is enhanced by using multivariate analysis techniques based on
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H)t(tµBest fit 
3− 2− 1− 0 1 2 3
CMS  (13 TeV)
-1
35.9 fb
hτ1l + 2
-1.72
+1.76
 = -1.52 µ
2lss
-0.51
+0.58
 = 1.61 µ
hτ2lss + 1
-0.67
+0.80
 = 0.94 µ
3l
-0.71
+0.77
 = 0.82 µ
hτ3l + 1
-1.07
+1.42
 = 1.34 µ
4l
-1.57
+2.29
 = 0.57 µ
Combined (syst.)
-0.35
+0.37
(stat.)  -0.25
+0.26
    
-0.43
+0.45
 = 1.23 µ
Figure 6. Signal rates , in units of the SM ttH production rate, measured in each of the categories
individually and for the combination of all six categories. The blue (green) band corresponds to
the statistical (total) uncertainty on the combined signal rate.
boosted decision trees and on the matrix element method. The results of the analysis are in
agreement with the standard model (SM) expectation. The measured signal rate amounts
to 1:23+0:45 0:43 times the SM ttH production rate, with an observed (expected) signicance of
3:2 (2:8), which represents evidence for ttH production in those nal states. An upper
limit on the signal rate of 2:1 times the SM ttH production rate is set at 95% condence
level, for an expected limit of 1:7 times the SM production rate in the presence of a ttH
signal.
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A Matrix element method
As mentioned in section 7.1, discriminants based on the MEM approach have been devel-
oped for the 2`ss+1h and 3` categories. Additional details on their computation are given
in this appendix. The matrix element (ME) M
(x) associated with a given process 
 de-
pends on a set of kinematic variables x that corresponds to the four-momenta, at parton
level, of the particles in the initial and nal state. We use bold letters to indicate vector
quantities. The square of the ME is convoluted with a function W (yjx), referred to as the
\transfer function" (TF), which represents the experimental resolution. More specically,
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the function W (yjx) corresponds to the probability for measuring a set of observables y in
the detector, given that the corresponding parton-level momenta are equal to x.
The MEM computes the dierential cross section of the process 
 with respect to
the observables y, while integrating over the unmeasured or poorly measured parton-level
quantities x, as well as over the Bjorken scaling variables [72] xa and xb of the colliding
protons. For each event a weight w
(y) is computed, which quanties the compatibility
of the event, characterized by the measured observables y, with the hypotheses that the
event is produced by the process 
:
w
(y) /
X
p
Z
dx dxa dxb
fi(xa; Q)fj(xb; Q)
xaxbs
4

xaPa + xbPb  
X
pk

jM
(x)j2W (yjx):
(A.1)
The sum
P
p extends over all possible associations between parton-level and reconstructed
objects. The square of the ME, jM
(x)j2, is computed at LO using the MadGraph5
amc@nlo program. The symbols fi(xa; Q) and fj(xb; Q) denote the PDFs, which we eval-
uate numerically using the CTEQ6.6 [73] and NNPDF3.0 LO sets. The four-dimensional
-function 4(xaPa+xbPb 
P
pk) ensures the conservation of energy and momentum. The
integral on the right-hand side is rst transformed analytically, in order to eliminate the
-function and to make the computation of the integral numerically tractable, and then
computed numerically using the VEGAS algorithm [74]. A complication arises from the
fact that we use LO ME for the ttH signal and for background processes. The LO ME
strictly applies only to events in which no additional jets, besides the jets corresponding to
quarks in the LO ME, are produced in the hard scattering interaction. At the center-of-
mass energies of the LHC the phase space for quantum chromodynamics radiation is large,
however, and particles with masses up to a few hundred GeV are typically produced in
association with a sizable hadronic activity [75]. In order to use the LO ME, we transform
the system of all particles that are present in the LO ME into a frame in which this system
has zero pT. In the opposite case of events where the reconstructed jet multiplicity is lower
than the number of quarks present in the LO ME the integral on the right-hand-side of
eq. (A.1) is extended by an integration over the variables associated to the missing jets.
The TFs W (yjx) are obtained from the MC simulation and are used to model the pT res-
olution of jets and the resolution on ~pmissT . Separate TFs are used for b quark and for light
quark and gluon jets. The TFs are also used to account for the energy loss due to neutrinos
produced in the decays of b quarks to leptons and in  lepton decays. The fraction of 
lepton energy carried by neutrinos is on average higher in  ! `` decays compared to
 ! h decays and separate TFs are determined for both cases.
According to the Neyman lemma [76], the ratio of weights w
(y) computed for the
signal and for the background hypothesis constitutes an optimal observable to separate the
ttH signal from backgrounds:
LR(y) =
wttH(y)
wttH(y) +
P
B
BwB(y)
: (A.2)
The coecients B that quantify the relative importance of dierent background processes
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B are determined by a numerical optimization, in order to achieve the maximal separation
of the ttH signal from all background processes.
Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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